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A perfect gift for your loved one this Valentine weekend

Join F.A.I.T.H Animal Rescue as we celebrate 26 years of saving lives. We are very
excited to host our first ever Formal/Evening wear event, set in the beautiful
backdrop of Sprowston Manor, Norwich.
“saving animals, not serving them”
We have an incredible three-course Vegan meal designed by one of Norfolk’s top
chefs, a complimentary drink, a DJ, and a silent and live auction with amazing prizes
ranging from holidays to experiences, and even prizes for your four-legged family.
We are so proud to have saved thousands of lives throughout the years but it
saddens us to know so many animals still need our help. We promote education on
neutering and animal welfare across all species. Please will you join us in raising
awareness of our cause? Your ticket will directly help the animals in our care and
others in need.
We would love for you to join us for this wonderful evening of fundraising and
celebration. The dress code is Formal/Evening wear. It is a Peacock Masquerade, so
you can be as outlandish as you please with your attire and mask or you can choose
to keep it classic. We look forward to your support for a successful and memorable
evening.
Tickets available to buy via:
faith-rescue.eventbrite.co.uk faithanimalrescue.org.uk facebook.com/faithrescue

Newsletter 2019/20
Such are the demands of our time, before we know it another year has passed. A
snippet of the years work can be found on the following pages. But I’ll give a
quick update here on some Rescue Centre changes.

A new large Aviary has been built that incorporates eight units of rabbit
accommodation. This area is open to the public to quietly sit and be amongst the
animals. The wire we used is relatively new to the market and was only seen in
zoos and other commercial enterprises. It is said to be rodent proof and it
involved sewing the rolls of netting wire together with wire thread, which was
hard and tedious work for me and a few lovely volunteers. It was a surprise to
learn how many people just do not know how to sew but things have changed. I
know very little about computers of which I am coming to next.
The office has been updated and we now have a card payment machine,
computers have been installed and our records will soon be fully computerised.
Not my forte but times move on and we cannot afford to be left behind for the
animal’s sake.
More information notice boards have been erected around the centre so there is
plenty to read and see. Vending machines providing hot and cold snacks and
drinks have been installed for visitors, staff and volunteers feeling a little peckish.
Although our work is mainly with cats and dogs, we also have horses, donkeys,
pigs, sheep, rabbits, chickens, peacocks and other small pets.
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Four orphaned lambs that came to
us in Spring, after the children were
back at school from their Easter
break, and lambs were no longer
required by the Farm’s “petting zoo”
as a “feed the cute baby lambs”
attraction. These four will happily
greet you, they love a fuss and are
such characters. It was hard going
when they first arrived because they
needed feeding every two hours, this
included throughout the night. They
also had a serious infection. Claire
always did their night feeds and medication, as I had my own babies to tend too;
weak, sickly, struggling kittens. There were
a few times in the early hours when both
Claire and I would be in the kitchen
discussing the best way forward for our
struggling broods. You can read their stories
on pages 13 to 15.
Since our last Newsletter we have rescued
thousands of animals and there have been
many that needed hand-rearing or special
care. We are just thankful that we could be
there to give them that care when needed.

One of many litters of motherless kittens that
needed to be hand-reared

Sadly we had to cancel our 2018 Easter Egg and Dog Treat Hunt, as Easter was so
early and the weather so dreadful. But 2019 was glorious weather and we had
over 165 children and 200+ dogs enjoying the day’s event. People had been so
kind knitting Easter chicks, baking cakes and donating eggs. Many vegan
companies donated eggs and chocolate for prizes and so we were able to cater
for those needing Vegan or Dairy Free confectionary. Everyone said they had a
wonderful time and all of the children went away happy with knitted chicks and
chocolate. Of course all of the dogs had an exciting and scrumptious time too
eating their way around the woods.
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We would like to thank everyone who helps and supports FAITH, home-checkers,
volunteers, those who respond to our Facebook pleas and Wish Lists or who give
food donations to our store collection bins, or bring directly to the Rescue. Those
that donate through standing orders - it is good to know there is a certain
amount of money to help with the running costs. However, all donations are
gratefully received and vital to our existence and ongoing work. It is wonderful
when we receive money raised by someone’s own event and idea. Bernadette’s
stall at the Great Yarmouth Christmas Fayre did really well and one would have to
say it was the best stall there and attracted many people. Please support it again
this year.
Once again a big “Thank You!” to you all for making FAITH such a successful
independent rescue that does a massive amount for animals at a fraction of the
income the bigger charities have. Please make sure that we can continue our
vital work, every penny is made to go a very long way.
(Below) A few of many donations brought to FAITH

FROM FAITH TO YOU
You may be on our mailing list, many reasons why you’re there
Perhaps you adopted an animal or showed somehow you care
Without each and everyone of you FAITH could never do
All of the things it has achieved and will continue too
With so many ways of giving and much of it online
It’s hard to thank you personally, we hope that you don’t mind
If you think that we’re not grateful you couldn’t be more wrong
Without your care and support FAITH couldn’t carry on
You’ve made us such a vital part of animal welfare and rescue
So do not underestimate how much we value you
Thank you

Judy

Tent Dogs
It was a very busy Sunday afternoon in June and it was extremely hot, everyone
was seeking shade and cold drinks. The phone rang and a man said that there
were five dogs in a tent on Waxham beach that were about to be abandoned by
him. He said we must arrive within the hour to collect the dogs.

Two members of staff, Claire and Jacky, set off and
eventually found him. He then led them to a spot where a
tiny two-man tent housed two Staffies, a Romanian
Shephard type and two Chihuahuas that were in a carrier.
It was stifling hot in the tent, he said his partner had been
air lifted to hospital a few days earlier. She had a drug and
alcohol problem and would be moved on to a rehab unit.
He had a job offer starting Monday, his ticket out of this
situation that he wasn’t going to miss. Four of the dogs
were signed over, he kept one of the Chihuahuas for his
partner. Mistakenly Claire gave her mobile number so
that the partner (now ex-partner) could know what
happened to the dogs and we could be kept informed of
what was happening with the other Chihuahua.

Cappo enjoying adventure
holidays with his new owner

Just over a week later Claire’s phone rang and she
was met with a barrage of obscenities and threats,
which included burning the rescue and all the
animals in it. After two days of threatening calls,
we managed to track down the woman’s medical
care team, she had discharged herself, Claire was
told not to take her threats lightly and that she had
a dangerous temperament. With that we
contacted the police, who knew her well. They
coded our report so that if we called they would
The two Staffies found a lovely home together.
respond immediately. Claire had three weeks of
patrolling the rescue through the night until daybreak to ensure all was safe.
Later we heard that the woman had returned to London. There is always stress
with animal rescue work but sometimes it goes above the main.
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Dobies and Oldies
We took in two Dobermanns, a large male and a
nervous female. They had had an “accidental” litter.
Which turned out to be more of a problem than the
owners had accounted for and they contacted rescues
for help. All the puppies were taken in by a national
organisation but the mother was refused because of her
nervous temperament, they said they would assess the
father in a few weeks. FAITH was then asked to help
with both adults, as they were unneutered we felt it was vital to get them in
ASAP. With a little work and socialisation both were successfully rehomed.
We had quite a few oldies too, it is lovely when kind
people offer older animals homes. Many of our
oldies come in pairs. A special thanks to those who
have taken on oldies, sometimes two and given
them a happy ever after.
Honey and Caroline 10 years and 8
years.

Lanny cat

We were called to Lancaster Close, a call from a
distressed elderly lady said that there was a cat in her
garden in a dreadful state. Lanny, as we named him,
had been left with an ear infection so severe it had
destroyed his ears. Blood and pus oozed from them
and ran down his fur. He looked a mess but happily
greeted his rescuer. Once at FAITH, we soon realised
just what a lovely cat he was, he had clearly been a
pet that was possibly discarded due to his chronic ear problem.
A little time was needed to soothe his ears before
surgery. Only one ear could be operated on at a
time. We put his story on Go fund me and the
response was incredible, Lanny has since had his
operations, the vet saved his ear tips but all else
was removed - from his ear canal to his middle
Although his ‘new ears’ make him
ear. He is of course completely deaf but he
look grumpy Lanny is much happier
and purrs away contently.
probably had been for some time and was
previously in enormous pain. The pain has now gone, thanks to the public’s
generosity and support and this gorgeous four year old boy shows his
appreciation every day with his purrs and kisses.

A day in the life of FAITH Staff
Jayy; Animal Care Assistant
People often assume that working with animals is easy and
that we spend most of our time cuddling them. As much as I
would love to do that all the time, there is far more work to
be done to ensure the animals in our care are well looked
after. From mucking out stables, cleaning kennels, walking
dogs, feeding animals, and maintaining cleanliness
throughout the rescue. There isn't a great deal of time in one
day to get everything we may have planned to get done. In all
weathers we have to endure uncomfortable situations so that
the animals are happy. No two days are the same.
I love my job, although it may be tiring it is truly the most rewarding experience I
have ever felt. The animals that come into our care come from all kinds of
backgrounds most of which is unknown but can clearly been seen in the
temperament of each and every animal. Dogs that have come from a puppy farm
environment are visually and physically traumatised from the situations they have
had to deal with and it truly is heartbreaking to see them shaking with fear not
knowing what is going to happen next. Most of our work with these poor innocent
souls is to gradually gain their trust so that we can teach them that ‘you are okay,
and you will be loved’. Watching animals grow from being petrified with fear to
being happy and relaxed is quite possibly the most heart warming thing anyone
can ever experience because you have quite literally transformed the life of an
innocent being from negativity to positivity. As a vegan I value the life of all
sentient animals and I believe it is our purpose to protect and care for them.

Gemma M; Animal Care Assistant
When people ask me what I do for a living and I tell them I
work with animals, the general response is “Oh my god,
You are so lucky. Your job must be so easy. I wish I could
do your job!”. These people would more than likely
retract their statements if they spent a day in my muddy,
wet shoes.
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An ideal day would consist of endless bright sunny days in which I spend my hours
at work cuddling puppies, playing with kittens and riding off into the sunset on a
perfectly trained pony. In reality I spend most of my days ankle deep in mud,
soaked through to my knickers from the torrential rain that has been forecast for
the day, mopping kennel floors, trying to gain the trust of the 100s of different
animals that come through our doors. From the terrified puppy farm dog that
cowers in the corner because she has never known anything but pain and suffering,
to the confused cat who is lunging at me from behind her bed because she doesn’t
understand why she has been put into this strange environment.
Most days are draining, and I find myself running out of hours in the day to do all
the things I had planned. I usually arrive home to complaints about how bad I smell
and that there is straw in my hair and a multitude of suspicious brown marks all
over me which could either be mud or some kind of animal poo (no one is usually
brave enough to smell test these marks so usually it remains a mystery).
My hands are dry and cracked from plunging them into bleachy water and then
walking out into the cold air and there are blisters everywhere from where I’ve
held brooms and poo pickers. However, if I didn’t have any of these things, I don’t
think I’d be doing my job properly. Despite all of this, I would not change it for the
world. My job is also full of magical moments that seem to make it all worthwhile.
From the first wet kiss from the nervous dog that has finally decided to trust you to
watching the ex-battery hens take their first steps into the sunlight; rolling around
in the dirt as their new healthy feathers begin to sprout through and being
honoured with the privilege of saying goodbye to the 100s of animals every year
that leave our rescue and move on to the next chapter of their lives with their new
loving owners who will continue to show them that not all humans are bad! I feel
extremely lucky to be able to be a
part of the journey for so many
animals who, without the help of
the rescue, may not have made it
this far and because of this I will
continue to smile through the rain,
laugh about the mud splats that
cover my face and live with the fact
that my hands will always be a tad
manly, because at the end of the
day I am proud of the difference I
make.
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Jacky Young, Animal Welfare Officer
It all starts with an early morning alarm, its called Bubs,
one of my rescue dogs that always needs a wee at 4 am!
Sometimes I go back to bed, especially in winter, Summer
I’m up and about bright and breezy, well not so bright, just
breezy from all the dogs wagging tails waiting for their
breakfast. Anyway this could be a really long story and I
haven't even left for work yet…… Fast forward….
I pull up to Faith to be greeted with all the braying, oinking, bleating of the farm
animals as everyone is happy to see me, what a way to start a day! It’s then a quick
cat and dog check and the work day begins. The S**t part, I’m on poo-duty
checking every animal and what has come out of them overnight, looking for signs
of illness while having a little chat with them and a quick cuddle.
Then move on to check on the elderly Degu, give him a treat and his food and water
change. Then straight to our resident girls, the four hens who sit down in front of us
for a stroke before venturing out for their day. Next I have a spot of dog training
with an ex resident whose owners need some help. We provide this service free to
anyone that needs it. Onwards to the office to return any calls and messages left
for us, here are a few of today's examples








The dog warden has a dog that needs kennel space after serving its seven
days and needs to come in ASAP.
A Member of public has a stray cat they need help with.
Someone who has lost their dog after it bolted scared of fireworks, we take
details.
Someone needing to bring in a dog they bought from Gumtree, stating the
seller lied when they sold it to them.
Someone has seen a dog on our website/Facebook page and is interested in
viewing it.
Someone interested in volunteering with us.
Someone who wants to donate items and bedding.

I check in with staff on their project dogs (these are dogs that need extra handling
or training to help with rehabilitation.) Every member of Staff is assigned a project
dog. I’ve got this far and realised my day is much bigger than any bit of paper but to
sum it up it is happy, sad, rewarding, messy, sometimes cold, sometimes hot, quite
often wet but would I change it? Never! I meet some great people and work with
the best animals. My personal aim is to lessen the anxiety of the animals in our care,
allowing them to relax and enjoy life.

A little about FAITH’s animals
Oh dear, where did the time go since the last Newsletter? So much has
happened as the demands on Faith continuously grow. We are so busy and
could do with extra space buildings and land but we don’t have those sort of
finances though people still expect so much of Faith. We work hard and do as
much as we can.

Dogs
The number of dogs we have to rescue due to them failing their entrance
assessments at large welfare organisations continues to grow as does the calls
from veterinary practices near and far asking Faith for help with dogs whose
owners have taken to be euthanised. Many vets don’t feel they can destroy a
healthy dog without it first being given the chance to be retrained and
rehabilitated. Often it’s the owner’s lack of animal knowledge that causes the
issues and also bad advice from some behaviourists that didn’t help. Although
it take a bit of time, many of the issues are reversible.
We also take many ex-puppy farm dogs that require hours of dedicated
rehabilitation, learning how to walk on leads and gaining trust of people after
a lifetime of minimal human contact or negative interaction. Often we home
them as second dogs because they gain confidence from the established dog
and learn how to be a pet and become sociable loving pets themselves given a
little time and patience.
We also help Irish dogs from the ‘dog pound’ rescues, where they find rescue
spaces for the dogs when five days holding period is up and their lives are in
imminent danger if a home or rescue space can’t be found. These are lovely
dogs whose often only crime is being born into an over populated dog world.
Too many dogs and too many puppies available at a whim. We still have our
traveller dogs often JRT’s and Lurchers, all lovely sociable dogs that can’t
believe their luck of a cosy kennel instead of a bleak shed or the underneath
of a caravan for shelter from all extremes of weather.
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Of course there are many local dogs and some from further afield at Faith
awaiting homes too. Some sadly from where their owners have passed away,
leaving an elderly dog that the family don't want or can’t take. Some from
relationship breakups or other change of circumstances. We always check
the English pounds for dogs awaiting rescue space but all too often it is only
Staffy types that are left in English pounds. We always have Staffies here and
have worked hard to change their unfortunate lives across the board, but it’s
a hard slog to get anything changed. Sadly these poor dogs are over bred and
under wanted once grown. They continue to be produced by the thousands
and not by puppy farms either, just ordinary people looking for easy money.

Our Cats
Feral cat colonies, stray cats in kitten or with
kittens, numbers have increased despite the
neutering advice given by all the charities and
the help with neutering available. From Spring
to Autumn last year we had to call on family
and staff to take in mothers and their kittens
until we had room available. My sister Kay
and her husband Mark did a great job and
often had two lots of mums and kittens in
spare bedrooms and the odd cat too. We had
a box of ten kittens left outside our gates,
along with the two mum’s who we later
managed to catch. People brought in litters
that they had found dumped in different
places from car parks to alleyways.

Cathouse cuddles

Environmental health asked us to take 32 cats from a home,
all unneutered and with cat flu. The high cost of veterinary
treatment has pushed us to try to raise money for our
Veterinary Unit. We have contacted an ‘interested vet’ and
he has drawn up a plan of what is needed. It will be an
expensive set up but with so many animals needing more
than just general work, long term it will pay. We are trying
to get some of this group funded.
Photo bombed
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Rabbits
Rabbits have been a problem and a drain on finances as their veterinary
costs are high. One lady that allowed her rabbits to breed as she couldn’t
afford to neuter them, ended up with a large colony of rabbits. We were
called in to remove them, all needed neutering, vaccinations and other
veterinary treatments. Rabbits are expensive pets to keep. Their neutering
and vaccinations cost a lot more than a cat’s. Plus they need a suitable large
hutch/shed. They can be kept as house pets but you must be vigilant, they
will chew wires. This wasn’t the first large colony we have had to rescue and
unfortunately is unlikely to be our last.

Ponies
We recently had to take in a group of four young ponies from a Welsh
Pound; Odin, Loki, Flicka and Dalahäst (Dala for short) all under the age of
two. If we hadn’t taken them in they would have been shot within days.
Horse rescues are full and restricted to what they can take in during the
winter months. Horses are expensive to keep in winter but what could we
do? The paddock we have them in is not big enough but they are better
there than dead, plus they have shelter, food and kind handling from our
staff.

Flicka (Chestnut), Loki (Bay), Dalahäst (Bay and white face) and Odin (Grey)
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Hens and others
We have also taken and homed another 900+ ex
commercial hens along with many other animals of all
shapes and sizes.

FAITH does so much work with so little resources.
Helping thousands of animals, saving them from
cruelty and neglect and changing their lives. Rescuing
them from destruction and helping those who through
no fault of their own are needing to be rehomed.
FAITH needs fund raisers and volunteers, donations
and supporters. Please be part of FAITH.

FACT !!
92% of donations go to large national organisations leaving the thousands of
small independent charities that help at grass roots level, clambering for a share
of the small remaining percentage. While the major organisations increased their
income, smaller charities stayed the same or decreased slightly. This is because
we cannot make national appeals for funds on TV or pay for glossy adverts, and
we don’t have celebrities appealing on our behalf which enormously increases
National Charities TV exposure.
Please help us, the animals need you! Your help makes a huge and direct
difference.
FAITH’s Appeal
FAITH’s work, intake and rehoming of animals has grown
enormously, there is a great need for more room to
continue as such a busy rescue centre. Our Veterinary
Unit will allow many more animals to be saved. A
“Room to Grow” page has been set up on ‘Go fund me’
and Virgin Money Giving. Details of Veterinary costs are
listed and land cost is £100,000. This seems a lot to aim
for but it is in fact only a tiny fraction of what is donated
regularly to any large animal rescue organisation. FAITH
is a grassroots rescue, no waste with time, money or
staff.
FAITH HOPE’s to be your chosen CHARITY

No time for catnapping
This is just a snippet of the hand raising that is needed every year
Skip Kittens - Two tiny black and white kittens arrived, they were found at a skip hire
business, their mother had been scared off and they were only a few days old, cold
and lifeless little souls. However they responded to hourly feeds and much TLC.
Although they were not the easiest to hand rear, the bigger of the two grew
stronger but the smallest crashed on several occasions and it seemed she would die.
She seldom passed a motion, I tried making the milk weaker and other known
remedies, in the end I got just the right amount of lactose and she would recover
then crash again and need antibiotics. One night as I went to feed, after being well
less than 2 hours before, both kittens were not good. Little one had urine constantly
running from her and had been flattened by the other kitten that had been suckling
on her saturated private parts.
Claire came in, she had been feeding the lambs and had seen the kitchen light still
on. I said to Claire, “I think I will let her go this time as I can’t see her making it. They
both have a strange look to them and I don’t think either will survive to be honest.”
However I put them both on antibiotics and we divided the carrier with a cardboard
file divider, we had tried separating them into different carriers but both found that
stressful. I only got a small amount of milk down the weak kitten but gradually
during the night and the following day she started to suckle on the syringe. Both
were looking a little better and improved as the days went by.
A week later I tried putting the kittens on a cat called “Escape”, whose kittens had
just been homed. She had been a fantastic mum and had loads of milk but she only
accepted the bigger kitten and it wasn’t long before the little one crashed again. The
moment I took little kitten out of the bed Escape got in it and nursed the other
kitten, I guess they don’t waste their energy on something not viable. By the early
hours my kitten was improving and Escape’s new kitten was thriving. Two days later
Claire and I were off to rescue dogs in Wales. I took the kitten to my sister Kay and
showed her how to feed and toilet this strange little reject. Two days later I was back
to collect kitten, Kay was so happy she had managed to keep her alive but glad she
was coming back to me, along with all the worry she also said she was very tired and
didn’t know how I managed to hand rear for so long.
Kitten continued to improve and weaned at seven weeks, I was able to put her with
her sister who, although rough on her at first, soon settled. When Kay saw them
she couldn’t believe it was the same kittens. Two beautiful, fluffy kittens full of play
and curiosity. It was wonderful to see how well they had grown when they came
back to be neutered at six months. Escape was neutered and went to her very
patient adopters who had booked her when she had her own kittens, then they had
to wait even longer to take her home.

Shrew Kitten
She was the only surviving kitten in the litter and a
fraction of the size of her stillborn siblings. We
thought this tiny thing, about the size of a shrew,
would soon be joining the lifeless bodies wrapped
up in a towel. We wondered why such a tiny runt
had survived when all her siblings that were a good
size had unfortunately died.
At first Shrew kitten was fed with an eyedropper
every hour during the day and every two hours throughout the night. Slowly she
gained weight, then when she was ten days old her Aunty Miley gave birth to
five healthy kittens. Even though ‘Shrew’ was ten days older than her cousins
and had grown well, she was still smaller than the newborns. I decided to try
Shrew in with Miley, who accepted her by giving her a good wash. At first it was
difficult to get little Shrew to suckle as she had got used to syringe feeding.
However, after a few days of checking on her,
topping up her milk intake and putting her on her
Auntie Miley to feed, we could eventually leave
her without too much worry. Miley did a fantastic
job rearing all six kittens and when the time came
for them to go off with their new families they all
went off in pairs.
Shrew with her younger cousin
Lambs
Meet ‘Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter.’ They came to us at the age of 10-14
weeks old. Autumn had an injured leg, so off to the vets we went the following
day. He required some meds and exercise to manipulate the joint as he grew.
About 2 days after they arrived we noticed that one of them had developed
some sores/scabs on his face. Becky frantically searched the internet for an
answer. I was laying in the straw with the lambs kissing and cuddling them when
she gave me her diagnosis….ORPH. Neither of us had heard of this before but it
had turned out it was a zoonotic disease which meant that after playing
surrogate mothers both of us could now possibly look forward to having sores
and scabs on our mouths and faces. As you can imagine the lambs went into
lockdown. We called the vet out to verify our diagnosis and issue the
medications necessary to help heal the lambs.
ORPH is a very serious illness, it is called Orph because it usually happens to
orphaned lambs. Bottle fed lambs often get sores around their lips from suckling
on plastic teats.

They then rummage around on the pen floor and get dirt and bacteria into
their sores, this then causes an infection leading to the development of Orph.
Orphan lambs are also more susceptible to diseases as their immune system is
compromised due to the lack of natural antibodies that is in their mother’s
milk. So the lambs went into ‘lock down’ which meant that only Becky and I
could feed and clean the lambs as we had been previously exposed to the
illness. We did however have to take measures to minimise the risk. We had
our hazmat suits, gloves, wellies, disinfectant spray, foot baths, sterilising
every bit of equipment after feeds. We often looked like we were processing a
crime scene especially as they would knock their scabs off and bleed on us. We
also had to wash and crème their faces, feet and ears. Poor little things were in
so much pain. We had a couple of real scares with Winter, she was the worst.
The sores covered the whole mouth inside and out and her milk consumption
was almost nonexistent. We tried smaller feeds and fed her every hour to keep
her daily milk level up just enough. This disease was horrible to watch, to ease
the suffering required such dedicated and intense TLC by both Becky and
myself. It is not surprising to know most lambs with Orph will die if the farmer
doesn’t keep on top of it, with intense farming the way it is and the increased
natural stretching of lamb litters, many sheep now having triplets but a ewe
only has two teats, this means there are often more orphans than can be cared
for successfully. Anyway Winter made it through as did the others. Please
come down and meet them, they have had quite a journey to meet you.

Claire

I went to bed but couldn’t sleep
Like they say I counted sheep
But someone left the gate a jar
Out they went, near and far
I called my dog to help me out
He just looked then ran about
Meanwhile, the sheep were far and wide
Jumping up with joy and pride
Three fields away full of delight
Nearly gone and out of sight
I tossed and turned but couldn’t reach
Couldn’t shout, I’d lost my speech
My dog barked, I began to stir
My hand reached out to touch his fur
Daylight broke, no sheep to be seen
I awoke, it was just a dream
Frank
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Pigwig
It was mid September, I was doing the night rounds
of feeding, walking and checking the animals as Mum
(Judy) was away, I was alone to do this three hour
nightly job. I then received a desperate call, a tiny two
day old piglet had fallen through the cracks of a
transporter and had landed in the road. The people had
been trying to find out what they should do and it had
been 8 hours since they found her, so I told them to bring her in. I set up a cat
carrier with a heater and blankets. Pigwig was pale and her lips had turned blue.
I had no pig milk substitute so I had to improvise and managed to get some milk
into her. I wrapped her in the blankets and watched her weak body (umbilical
cord attached) snuggle into the warmth of the cosy carrier. I didn’t think she
would survive but I had to give her that chance.
Throughout the night, at every feed, she seemed to be improving and by
morning she was much better in colour and more alert. I rung Wendy at Hillside
to ask if she had someone to hand rear her as the timing couldn’t have been
worse for me, I was already struggling for time with mum away. I had all her
animals to look after plus all the running that rescue involves and we had so
many animals needing evening walks, feeds and extra care. Unfortunately the
only person available to help was Wendy herself, but she is also very busy
running a rescue and although she would have taken over from me it seemed
somewhat unfair to put on her.. Reluctantly I said I would keep the piglet, and if
she survived she could be moved to Hillside when she was big enough and strong
enough.
As I write this eight weeks on, hundreds of feeds later, including having to sing
her to sleep every feed (just as a sow does to her piglets) I am pleased to say she
is doing very well. She is now Westie size and I will be so sad to see her go.
Raising a piglet is just like a puppy, she is so much fun and full of joy, wags her
tail, she’s playful, does tricks, greets me when I come in and still snuggles in her
blankets every night...sometimes in front of the wood-burner. She has been the
most gorgeous addition to my home. I only wish people could see just how dog
like pigs are I'm sure then people wouldn't eat them. I honestly have hand reared
many different species of animals over the years from dogs, cats ,lambs and all
manner of wildlife but Pigwig gave me more joy then any of the others. What
wonderful creatures pigs are.
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Claire

Farewell to Luka
Those of you that have visited FAITH will possibly
have met Luka. In the beginning he was hard work
and rehoming him was not going to be easy.
Eventually, I took him into my home and after
many battles he established himself as “Rescue
Overseer”, he was allowed to patrol the rescue
centre, meeting and greeting people, following the
staff and being nosey. He could however, open any
locks, so every door had to be made “Luka proof”.
Luka could easily open the Cat house porch door,
letting himself in to get cat food. This door has a
Luka in his element patrolling
the Rescue Centre
childproof lock that causes many adults problems.
He would let himself into the staffroom to see what goodies hadn’t been put
away and he liked to inspect all donations of pet food and toys. Sometimes he
was just happy being in on the conversation or sitting on the picnic bench, king of
all he surveyed. When I was in the house I would hear the front door crash open
and in he would lope, sometimes he’d stay a while but mostly it was a quick
check around and back outside again. Our porch door had a lever handle so he
easily opened it with his big white paws - the second inner door was a knob, I
have no idea how he managed to open it but he did and with ease it seemed.
He was a favorite with visitors and volunteers,
so majestic was he. He kept his youthful looks
for most of his thirteen years but when his
health failed it was only months as an aged
dog, though he still liked to know what was
going on in the Centre, he spent more time in
the house.
Luka’s full story and obituary can be found on
our website. RIP my man xxx
Our handsome Luka
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Ashley Peacock
As you are probably aware, due
to the publicity in local
newspapers, we sadly lost one
of our beautiful “Ashley”
peacocks after seventeen
years. Ashley would often walk
down the lane to the Nature
Reserve to the delight of many
of their visitors. It was on his
Ashley’s beautiful feathers
travels that he met his fate,
though he managed to get home, we were devastated to have to agree to put
him to sleep.
The other “Ashley” became so sad and lonely but we were in two minds about
getting him company. We didn’t want a Peahen (and the high possibility of
ending up with chicks and all the stress that accompanies it) but a new male on
his territory could be a problem.
After seeking much advice we were offered a
young male, he is not 100% Indian Blue as
both Ashley’s were and this means we can tell
him apart as his feather pattern is mottled, so
he has ended up with the name “Motley”. He
follows our Ashley everywhere and Ash is so
much happier to have another of his species
about.
We are hoping this friendship
continues, though Ashley will probably want a
bit of space when he comes into ‘display’ for
Motley’s Turkey impression
the breeding season. Motley is only two years
old and so won’t get a beautiful tail until the following season. He tries to
display but just looks like a cob turkey.
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Helping People Too
FAITH’s main objective is to alleviate animal suffering and to promote neutering
and welfare. However, by the nature of our work we help those that relinquish
their pets and those that adopt a pet from FAITH. Bringing comfort,
companionship, exercise and social interaction to the lonely and the elderly
(see poem below) and great additional happiness to families. Every stray dog
or feral cat we help is one less problem for many in the community.
We offer work experience for many local schools and colleges and have even
had students from Sweden and the Netherlands. Many of the college and
university courses require voluntary placements in order to complete the
qualification.
Additional Needs groups say that the weekly visits to FAITH are their most
popular activity. It gives their members a chance of interaction with the
animals and allows them the joy of dog walking.
The Youth Offenders team bring young offenders to dog walk and we are told
this is a therapeutic exercise that has a positive impact.
Our retired volunteers enjoy helping with feeding and cleaning, one of our
regular volunteers, Dot, keeps our horses and donkeys well groomed and
handled. FAITH is a big part of their week and they are a big part of FAITH.

The lonely and the homeless
Come on boy it’s time we went
Our last walk before the day is spent.
I really enjoy our daily walks
The people we meet, some smile, some talk.
You are my exercise, my company,
Without you my friend, what would life be?
If not for you, I wouldn’t leave my chair
No need to rise - nor take the air.
Now life with you is lonely no more,
You opened up my prison door.
So DOG - as much as you need me,
I need you - You are my sanity.
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Hidden Costs
As FAITH has grown the demands on our electricity power supply have increased
greatly. After numerous problems we were told that the rescue centre needed
to go onto a ‘three-phase’ supply. It will be reassuring to know that the electrics
won’t be tripping out in the midst of the cold weather (especially with extreme
temperatures) But it is costing a small fortune. Eleven thousand pounds has
already been paid to UK Power Networks and that is just the beginning. They
have to change the power line and the transformer unit, which stands high on a
pole in our hedge bordering our neighbours, Norfolk Wildlife Trust. A new
fireproof brick building has had to be built meeting all the new specifications for
the new meter and fuse box. Then an electrician has to change and connect
everything.
We have recently had to have the water supply changed too, again due to the
demands of the rescue. The old borehole was struggling to cope and we were
left without water for days at a time. Frustratingly, this was not as simple as
phoning up someone to put in a new bore. All sorts of problems and obstacles
arose and had to be dealt with. As well as the new bore, a new pump-house had
to be built to house the new water filtration system and there were so many
specifications and new health and safety regulations to comply with. It seemed
to take forever and again costs were high, but having a good and reliable water
supply for the animals is just as imperative as having electricity for heating and
lighting.
Sometimes I think my hair will stand on end with the Shock!! But with so many
animals relying on us for their survival, reliable water and electricity are
paramount to their welfare needs.
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Standing Orders and Donations
We do not have thousands of pounds
to spend on heart rendering TV adverts
with wonderful animal actors, but if
these do pull at your heartstrings, and
if you do have those extra pounds or
pennies a month to help animals Please, please remember that F.A.I.T.H.
deals with abandoned, neglected and
unwanted animals too, and we do not
have highly paid executives, directors or administrators, just hard working,
passionate staff and volunteers doing all they can to make a difference. If
you are thinking of making a monthly donation - think of F.A.I.T.H.
Of course all donations are appreciated, every penny counts and we count
on every penny. ‘One-off’ donations are always gratefully received.
FAITH would not survive without you, and many animals will not survive
without F.A.I.T.H.
Please help us continue our work.
You can also donate online via

or

If you are a tax payer Virgin can claim the gift aid on our behalf, making your donation go even further - Donate directly and securely at
virginmoneygiving.com/charities/faithanimalrescue

WILL YOU HELP?
Having FAITH in your Will, will 100% go into saving animals. Legacies and
bequests are FAITH’s future and its strength. Your chance to change the
animal world and make it a better place. FAITH aims to rescue and
rehabilitate, promote neutering, educate the public and government, bring
forth a time when every pet will be wanted, a time when all animal
exploitation and legalised cruelty will be assigned to an abhorrent historic past.
Please will this future for animals. All you need is FAITH’s name, address and
charity number (found on the front cover) All FAITH needs is your kind will.
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A collage of some of the many rescues

Collage of animals homed

that are now in their new loving forever homes

Collage of animals homed

Will you help us meet our running costs?
Although ‘one-off’ donations are always welcome, an even more useful way in which
supporters can contribute financially to F.A.I.T.H. is by means of a regular standing order.
These are our daily bread, helping us to help animals. Animals that have nowhere else to
go, animals in desperate need of FAITH. These orders are an assured income that helps
us to meet our substantial running costs and allows us to plan a few months in advance.
FAITH wouldn’t exist without you and the animals won’t exist without F.A.I.T.H.
Thank you to all those that have already done so and thank you in anticipation to all
those that think they might.

BANKERS ORDER FORM
To. [Your Bank]

………………………...…………..

Address

……………...……………………..
………………………...…………..
………………………...…………..

Account Name.

…………………………...………..

Account No.

…………………………...………..

Sort No.

__ /__ /__

Amount to be paid

£…………………………...………..

Date of first payment

………………………...…………..

Frequency of payment
[e.g. Monthly/Yearly]

…………………………...………..

Please pay to account 40206040 of F.A.I.T.H. Animal Rescue at Barclays Bank,
Gt. Yarmouth, Norfolk. [20 – 99 – 21] the sum of £ ______________________
each succeeding year/month until further notice in writing.
Signature

…………………...……………………….…...

Name and Address

…………………...….....…...…..……………………………….…….….

[In BLOCK CAPITALS]

…………………...….....…...…..………………………………….….….

Tel.

…………………………………

Date ………………………………...
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Increase the value of your gift
now!

F.A.I.T.H. Animal Rescue is a small charity with a big job to do.
We rely on donations here at F.A.I.T.H. and every penny counts.
If you are a tax payer, then by filling in a gift aid form you enable
us to claim your tax back from the Inland Revenue. That is an extra
25 pence for every £1 you donate.

PLEASE SHARE OUR CARE
IT’S UP TO YOU!

You can also make a one off donation or set up a monthly donation securely online
at virginmoneygiving.com/charities/faithanimalrescue - and they will claim the
gift aid on our behalf.

DECLARATION
Surname

_____________________________________

Fornames

_____________________________________

Title ___________

My Address ______________________________________________________________
_______________________________

Postcode ________________

I want F.A.I.T.H. Animal Rescue to treat the following as Gift Aid donation(s): (delete as appropriate)



The enclosed donation of £ ______________



The donation of £ _____________



The standing order/direct debit of £ ______________ per month/quarter/year



All donations I have made since 6 April 2000 and all donations I make from the date of
this declaration until further notice.

I made on [date]

___________________

I know that I must pay an amount of income/capital gains tax at least equal to the tax
the Charity reclaims on my donations.
If in the future your circumstances change and you no longer pay tax on your income and capital gains equal to the
charity reclaims, you should cancel your declaration.

Signed ___________________________

Date _______________

Send to: F.A.I.T.H. ANIMAL RESCUE,
Stubb
Page
21 Road, Hickling, Norfolk, NR12 0BW

Receiving Newsletters
PLEASE:

Add my name to the F.A.I.T.H. mailing list
Remove my name from the mailing list
Note my new address (Old address given below)

(tick one)

Title:……….. Name: ……………………………………………………………..…
(BLOCK CAPITALS, Please)

Address: ……………………………..……………………………………………….
………………………………………………..… Postcode: ………………………..
Old Address (if relevant) ….…………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………... Postcode: …………………..……

Finding FAITH
We can be found from the A149
between Stalham and Potter Heigham.
Take the minor road signposted
‘Hickling’. Once in Hickling Village,
brown tourist signs will direct you to
F.A.I.T.H.

North Norfolk

North Walsham

North Norfolk

A149

Stalham

F.A.I.T.H. is situated 1½
miles from the village

Hickling

Visitors are welcome from 11am to
3pm every day (except Thursdays and
Bank Holidays when we closed to the
public)

Potter Heigham
Wroxham
A1062

A1151

A149

Tel: 01692 598312
Norwich

A47

NR12 0BW for Satellite Navigation

NR12 0BW for Satellite Navigation

Acle
Gt. Yarmouth

You can find us online at facebook.com/faithrescue, our page is updated
regularly by our staff with all the latest photos of rescue animals looking for
new homes and any news, events etc.
Our website address is
faithanimalrescue.org.uk You can also follow us on twitter at twitter.com/
faithrescue.

